
Describe your work, class, and extra-curricular experiences using action words, which pack power.
Use past tense for things you have done and present tense for things you are doing now.

SUPERVISE CHANGE COMMUNICATE ACHIEVE MEDICAL RESEARCH
administer adapt address attain aide answer

control adjust broadcast complete diagnose ascertain
delegate eliminate consult deal with dispense catalog

direct expand contact effect induce chart
govern implement express master prescribe check
guide increase inform participate in preserve classify

instruct introduce interview provide prepare computer
lead modify investigate undertake problem-solve conserve

manage propose lecture win rehabilitate contrive
monitor reconsider meet with specialize discover
oversee remodel relate EDUCATE treat disprove
preside revamp train award dissect

schedule revise broaden ARTISTIC experiement
transform EVALUATE coach act extract

ASSIST analyze encourage dramatize fabricate
accompany INFLUENCE assess explain imagine hypothesize

augment advise calculate learn inspire identify
carry out convince compare listen model incorporate

collaborate counsel conceptualize mentor paint predict
fortify dispatch define orient percieve question
help innovate estimate proofread photograph reason
notify judge examine teach play render

protect motivate forecast team-building rehearse study
serve negotiate inspect tutor sing understand

support orchestrate interpret sew weigh
persuade observe ACTIVITES shape

CREATE promote pinpoint deliver sketch OTHER
compose recommend project distribute speak activate
concieve refer review drive talk amplify
design stimulate screen file understudy appoint
develop suggest solve fix conceptualize
establish survey inventory EDIT devise

formulate PUT 
TOGETHER test lift condense divert

generate arrange update log coorespond employ
initiate assemble manipulate detail enforce
invent build SHOW obtain focus extend
launch collect accomplish open integrate illustrate

originate compile conduct operate prepare institute



produce construct demonstrate pack publish qualify
write coordinate emphazie pilot read quote

display exhibit process summarize raise
FINANCIAL engage give purchase transcribe record

allocate gather illustrate recieve translate rectify
audit organize perform repair unify report

budget plan present restore verbalize respond
invest structure prove sell verify retrieve
reulate symbolize ship seek

risk EFFCIENCY sort COOPERATE utilize
upgrade accelerate DECISION supply arbitrate

apply approve type decide
consolidate choose umpire harmonize

expedite determine volunteer head
faciliate enlist mediate
improve
maintain HIRE NAVIGATE
reinforce improvise synergize
reduce order unify

streamline recruit volunteer
resolve
select


